Butterflies: a vanishing species

Rubber wood — a sustainable renewable resource

Shapes and Sizes

Today, a woman is measured by her vital statistics. But, this is a problem only, women can't fix. When fashion demands a waist of twenty four, what do you do? If you're twenty eight or more?

Sometimes your legs are too short or too long. Or the shape of your face, quite right or quite wrong. Or the Ideal Shape is considered a year.

Women are even complex there. When women go out to be as tall as the men. Do they know what they're letting themselves do? Anorexia, bulimia, starvation and all that.

They fight with their husbands, shout at their kids, get nothing done and then blow their hair. Neglect their inner beauty and blemish the oil.

A sort of self torture which will make their blood boil. Isn't it time all this nonsense died?

Tips and Advice should be left to dry out.

Figures and measurements should be done away with. A "perfect figure" should be only a myth.

So, women, rally round and stop this strange era. Where women are judged by their shape or their weight. Dots and women should be kept for apart.

And measurements should be set at the figure, but the Heart.

Dr. William Williams

Environmental safety requires that all land above the 2000-foot contour line and quarter of the land area in any region should be forested. Disregard for these basic requirements results in environmental deterioration. The first and most obvious consequence is drought, as rainfall received simply seeps off land surfaces unprotected by vegetation. No mea is there a moisture supply stored underground in reserve against periods of rainfall deficits.

As it is to be expected the first to be affected are the wild animals.

The water holes dry up, the grass withers away. Starving and malnourished with thirst the animals search for water and die when the parched earth is unable to restore them any longer.
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